SECC Partner Charities

local, statewide, national, international

AMERICA’S BEST CHARITIES (UD22)

$3 per pay period
- One bag of groceries every month for a homeless person
- 100 pounds of trash removed from the shorelines
- Provides a Foster Puppy with a new leash and collar.

$5 per pay period
- Clothes, shoes, and winter coats for 40 children
- Immunizations for 25 poor children in developing countries
- Pays to microchip two Assistance Dogs

$10 per pay period
- Provides food, shelter and other necessary items for 2 homeless or at-risk veterans and their families
- Provides a hospitalized child battling cancer with an iPad to remain connected to family and friends back home, as well as the ability to attend virtual school
- Provide a spay/neuter surgery for two shelter animals

$20 per pay period
- Radiation treatment for a child with cancer
- Buys five bales of hay to help feed an elephant
- Enables our staff to share information and local resources with someone who is hoping to adopt a child from foster care

AMERICA’S CHARITIES (TV22)

Alzheimer’s Disease Research (TV22 – 4403)
- $5 a week ($260/year) will purchase enough agarose, a powder used to make gel to isolate proteins, for several weeks in a biology lab. It could also purchase a vial of an antibody to detect tau in animal models of Alzheimer’s.
- $20 a week ($1,040/year) will cover the cost of an experiment to measure Alzheimer’s biomarkers (signs) in blood samples.
- $20 - $40 a week ($1,000 - $2,000/year) helps send a promising young researcher to an international science conference to share research results - a critical venue for analysis of discoveries.

Best Friends Animal Society (TV22 – 4416)
- $5 a paycheck can help spay or neuter two animals
- $10 a paycheck can help provide vaccines for four litters of newborn puppies
• $15 a paycheck can help care for one kitten

*Feed the Children (TV22 – 4361)*

• Each dollar donated provides $9 of food, hope, dignity and comfort to children and families who desperately need help in the U.S. and around the world.

*Humane Society International (TV22 – 4419)*

• $15.00 per pay period (x 26 pay checks = $390) pays for expert medical and behavioral treatment of dogs rescued from Korean Dog Meat Farms
• $15 = Cost for food for a small or medium dog for a week
• $25 = Cost to provide enrichment materials (toys, blankets, hiding boxes, etc) for one dog or cat
• $100 = Cost to provide initial basic medical care to ready rescued dogs, cats, or small animals for placement into a new home

*Make-A-Wish Foundation of America (TV22 – 4396)*

• $20 could provide a wish kid and their family with a photo book to preserve the memories of their wish.
• $50 could provide fun accessories for the child's wish.
• $1,000 may supply accessories for a room redo that brings hope, strength and joy to a wish kid.

*BARRY COUNTY UNITED WAY (T422)*

$1 per week

• A book each month through Imagination Library for 2 kids under 5
• 5 volunteers with a training manual for CASA
• Paint for a room in a Habitat Home
• 48 jars of baby food at Manna’s Market
• 3 hrs of Parent Educator Services at Family Support Center
• Four sets of fitted crib sheets for the crib program at Family Support Center
• 6 weeks of learning to swim at the YMCA
• 6 months of over the counter medicine for families at Green Gables Haven
• Supplies for a 4H clinic or workshop

$2 per week

• Advocacy and referral services for 5 children and their families at Safe Harbor
• One month of gas/electric bill at the Family Support Center Day Center
• 129 board feet of door casing trim In a Habitat Home
• 5 cases of baby wipes at Manna’s Market
• One Evening of the Family Workshop Series including dinner for 30 adults and 10 children
• One crib FSC
• Provides a preschool age child with a day camp experience at YMCA

$5.00/per week
• Training and case management support to fund volunteer advocacy services for one child for 2 ½ months – CASA
• 29 containers of baby formula – MM
• Two cribs and nine canvas totes filled with a handmade quilt and two crib sheets – FSC
• Kinship Support summer appreciation picnic – FSC
• A forensic interview opportunity for a child share his or her story of abuse – SH
• 32 Sheets of drywall – HH
• 6 children to participate in youth sports, not only learning and developing skills, but how to effectively work with others on a team, be encouraged by volunteer coaches to help build positive self-esteem – YMCA
• 7 months of case management related transit rides for Green Gables Haven residents
• Provides a soup kitchen or emergency pantry with over 80 cases of soup to feed those in need in the community. FBSCM

$10.00/per week
• A forensic interview opportunity for two children share his or her story of abuse – SH
• Training and case management support to fund volunteer advocacy services for one child for 5 ½ months – CASA
• 3 exterior doors – for a Habitat Home
• 5 Homeless packs at MM
• Seven pack- n-play sets FSC
• 2 children the opportunity to attend a week at Camp Algonquin YMCA
• Provides a scholarship to send youth to pre-college programs such as Veterinary Science Camp, Great Lakes Natural Resources Camp through 4H.

$20.00/per week
• A book a month through Imagination Library for 36 children
• Provides the training and case management support to fund volunteer advocacy services for one child for roughly one year. – CASA
• A month of outreach support including mentoring, literacy services, mobile feeding and mobile fitness for children struggling with enrichment and hunger in our county.
• 571 gallons of milk – MM
• Five cribs and five mattresses – FSC
• 200 copies of “Your Babies 1st Year” books – FSC
• 4 children to share their story in a safe place - SH
• Kitchen cabinets – HH
• Provides a new 4-H program such as robotics 4H
• 7 months of payments for Green Gables Haven security system

BAY COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (UZ22)
$1 a week can provide:
• 2 weeks of preschool
• 3 months of scouting
• 2 counseling sessions
• 10 hours of tutoring

$5 a week can provide:
• 2 weeks of STEM ED
• 1 month of housing
• 13 gas cards ($20)
• 5 infant car seats

$10 a week can provide:
• assault exam/counseling
• utility shut-off assistance
• senior health and wellness
• employment for disabled

BRANCH COUNTY UNITED WAY (TE22)

$1 per pay ($26 a year)
• Provide a book a month to a child for one year through the Imagination Library

$1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year)
• Provide a child with a soccer scholarship so they can be a part of something bigger than themselves and learn teamwork through play.

$3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year)
• Provide Getting Ahead Financial Stability training to a family of 5 trying to make it on their own for the first time ever.

$5 per pay ($130 a year)
• Provide 2 cribs and baby essentials to a newborn to ensure they have a safe place to sleep.

$5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year)
• Provide 1 month of life saving medication to a working individual without insurance.

$10 per week/$20 per pay ($520)
• Provide 1 week of after school programming for 13 students

$20 per week ($1040)
• Provide a loan to a working family who has encountered a one-time difficulty, helping to improve their credit while they repay the loan.

CAPITAL AREA UNITED WAY (UC22)

$2 per week ($52 a year)
• Provide fresh fruits and vegetables for 14 families
• Help 7 parents learn skills needed to support their children in the classroom
• Provide medical care and prescription assistance to 6 people with no insurance
• Help a high school student stay on target for graduation

$5 a week ($260 a year)
• Help 8 families transition into stable housing
• Help 3 employees learn skills to advance their career & increase their income
• Support mental health services for 6 individuals
• Provide mentoring for 6 high school students to help them stay in school & graduate

$10 a week ($520 a year)
• Help 39 employees remain employed as a result of supportive program services
• Help 3 people affected by domestic violence find safe emergency shelter & services
• Provide comprehensive emergency shelter services for 15 individuals
• Provide legal assistance to 21 families to alleviate underlying causes of emergency needs

$20 a week (1,040 a year)
• Help 29 families develop budgeting and money management skills for financial stability
• Provide food, clothing, personal items and medications to 277 individuals
• Help 66 youth avoid suspension from school by participating in restorative justice programs
• Help 22 people achieve and maintain abstinence from drugs and alcohol

**CHC: CREATING HEALTHIER COMMUNITIES (TB22)**

• $2 per pay period provides childcare while a breast cancer patient has a three to four hour chemotherapy infusion.
• $4 per pay period supplies a grocery gift card for a family that is staying out of town for their child’s long-term treatment.
• $5 per pay period helps pay annual repair costs of wheelchairs or other medical equipment for someone living with muscular dystrophy.
• $10 per pay period teaches more than 1,200 children how to avoid obesity and live longer and stronger lives through nutrition and exercise.

**A Kid Again (TB22 – 9401)**

• $1 per pay period will provide an Adventure in a Box for a family.
• $5 per pay period will provide a fun-filled Adventure full of smiles for an entire family.
• $10 per pay period will provide 7 brave children with an Adventure.
• $25 per pay period will provide a year of Adventures for 2 children.
• $50 per pay period will provide a year of Adventures for the whole family.
• $100 per pay period will provide monthly Adventures for a family for one full year.

**AIDS Research Foundation (amfAR) (TB22 – 2359)**

• $5 will provide 30 pipette tips – the mainstay of HIV cure research.
• $25 will provide 60 test tubes to advance critical HIV lab studies.
• $100 will fund HIV viral load testing for one HIV clinical trial participant.
• AIDS cure research projects cost about $400 per day, so $50 will buy one hour of lifesaving research.
• $500 will fund a home nurse visit for an HIV clinical trial participant.
• $1,000 will help identify biomarkers that predict if a person can control HIV without treatments.
• $2,500 will fund the extraction of lymph node cells to determine if a person has been cured.
• $5,000 will test antibody levels produced by a gene therapy designed to eradicate HIV from the body.

ALS of Michigan (TB22 – 2304)
• $1 per pay period can purchase eating utensils.
• $5 per pay period can purchase a transport wheelchair.
• $10 per pay period can pay for a month of respite care.
• $20 per pay period can purchase a lift chair.

Alzheimer's Association, Greater Michigan Chapter, Southfield (TB22 – 2345)
• $11 donation for the more than 11 million Americans who provide unpaid care for people with Alzheimer’s or other dementias.
• $50 donation for the estimated 50 million people worldwide living with dementia.
• $220 donation for the nearly 220,000 calls received by our free 24/7 Helpline last year.

American Cancer Society (TB22 – 2355)
• $1 per pay period helps provide a newly diagnosed cancer patient with a personalized information kit.
• $2 per pay period helps provide access to two support sessions, free information, and resources through our 24/7 helpline at 1-800-227-2345 or live chat at cancer.org.
• $4 per pay period helps provide a cancer patient with a ride to treatment or a follow-up appointment.
• $5 per pay period helps provide two nights of free lodging for a cancer patient receiving treatment.

American Council of the Blind (TB22 – 9404)
The American Council of the Blind, established in 1961, strives to increase the independence, security, equality of opportunity, and quality of life for all blind and visually impaired people. A donation of $1 per day supports many of ACB’s programs and services, including:
• Scholarships for blind students
• ACB Information Hotline
• ACB Braille Forum (monthly magazine in Braille and other accessible formats)
• Audio Description Project (promotes audio description in motion pictures, television, museums, national parks, etc.)
• ACB Radio (internet radio reaches blind community around the world)
• ACB Hotline (blindness information telephone line)
• Advocacy (equal civil rights for the blind and visually impaired)
• Accessible Technology (work with public and private sectors to help achieve accessible web sites and other technologies.)
American Diabetes Association (TB22 – 2323)

American Diabetes Association, Michigan (TB22 – 9439)

- **Do More For_Advocacy**: Your gift of $500 could help send Diabetes Advocates to Call to Congress to advocate for key federal priorities that will save lives.
- **Do More For_Youth**: A gift of $750 could send a child living with type 1 diabetes to day camp for a week.
- **Do More For_Wellness**: A gift of $1,000 could provide 500 adults newly diagnosed with type 2 diabetes our “Where Do I Begin” guide to help them live well with diabetes.
- **Do More For_Research**: A gift of $1,250 could help fund more research for a future free of diabetes and all its burdens.

American Kidney Fund (TB22 – 2325)

- $15 provides transportation for a dialysis patient to get home from a dialysis center or hospital.
- $25 enables an insulin-dependent diabetic kidney patient to purchase a supply of syringes.
- $30 covers copays to fill three prescriptions for a dialysis patient undergoing dialysis treatment.
- $50 enables a kidney patient with diabetes to purchase supplies to test their blood sugar.
- $100 buys nutritional supplements to help nourish a pediatric or frail adult dialysis patient.
- $175 pays for the monthly health insurance premium for a patient enrolled in Medicare Part B ensuring access to health care.
- $250 provides an emergency grant to a dialysis or kidney transplant patient during a natural disaster.
- $1,000 provides grants to 5 children with kidney failure to help with the cost of a fun and specialized summer camp equipped to meet their medical needs.
- $2,500 provides a safety net grant to 25 dialysis patients for unexpected treatment costs.

American Lung Association (TB22 – 2389)

American Lung Association in Michigan (TB22 – 2322)

- $50 – Helps 1 student stop vaping
- $60 – Helps fund an hour of lifesaving research.
- $100 – Supports 3 patients calling HelpLine experts with questions on COVID-19
- $250 – Helps brings 2 kids to your state capitol to educate local legislators about impact of vaping on peers

Arthritis Foundation (TB22 – 2374)

- $25 – Your gift helps provide life-changing tools and resources so that people with arthritis can develop their own personalized plan for saying Yes to living with less pain and Yes to doing more.
- $50 – Your gift helps address the unique and urgent needs of the 300,000 kids and teens with arthritis and other rheumatic diseases through educational opportunities, camps and other support.
• $100 – Your gift helps escalate technological, medical and scientific advancements while making each day another stride towards a cure.
• $250 – Your gift helps break down barriers at the state and federal levels so that all people with arthritis have access to optimal care and game-changing medicine.
• $500 – Your gift helps accelerate the path to better treatments and, ultimately, a cure, while unlocking other funds that can multiply to thousands, even millions of dollars to bolster our mission.
• $1,000 – Your gift will send one advocate to Washington, D.C. for the Advocacy Summit, connecting with our state and local representatives to make a difference in the lives of millions.

Boys & Girls Clubs of America (BGCA) (TB22 – 9441)
• $5 can give 1 youth 30 minutes of homework help.
• $50 can provide books and virtual activities to help 7 youth build their reading skills.
• $100 can provide 15 kids with uniforms for their Boys & Girls Clubs sports team.
• $500 can provide 50 teens with an hour of leadership skill development.
• $1,500 can equip 100 teens with a 90-minute STEM education workshop.

Breast Cancer Research Foundation, Inc. (TB22 – 9409)
• With $25, you can fund basic supplies for a Breast Cancer Research Foundation researcher’s lab.
• With $50, you can fund one hour of BCRF research.

Cancer Research Institute (TB22 – 2360)
• Your $25 donation can help pay for cutting-edge laboratory equipment cancer researchers need to find new ways to harness the immune system to conquer all cancers.
• Your $50 donation can pay for a half-day of a young postdoctoral fellow’s research and training under mentorship of a world-leading immunologist.

Children’s Cancer Assistance Fund (TB22 – 9412)
• $25 helps fill the tank and covers medical transport to get a child with cancer to the hospital for lifesaving cancer treatment.
• Your generous gift of $50 provides meals for a family staying at the hospital while their child receives inpatient cancer treatment.
• A contribution of $75 keeps the lights on and house warm for families struggling to pay utility bills because a parent had to leave work to care for their sick child.
• Your $100 donation gives a parent a place to sleep when their child is being treated away from home.

Children’s Food Fund / World Emergency Relief (TB22 – 9411)
• $3.10 per pay period will sponsor 3 months of medical and nutritional support for a severely malnourished child in DR Congo.
• $10 per pay period will install a community based, sustainable garden (including seedlings and fruit trees) to provide healthy food for Navajo families.

Colorectal Cancer Alliance (TB22 – 2363)
• $5 can provide assistance to a helpline caller looking for support.
• $10 can provide virtual support to a patient.
• $25 can support online engagement opportunities like virtual gatherings and webinars.
• $30 can provide stool-based screening tests for someone in need of a non-invasive screening.
• $150 can match a colorectal cancer patient or caregiver with an experienced Buddy.
• $200 can provide financial assistance to a patient in treatment.
• $500 can make it possible for two colorectal cancer patients to attend the annual conference, AllyCon.
• $750 can provide assistance to 150 Helpline callers in need of support.

_Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans Frontières USA (TB22 – 9416)_
• $7.50: Can purchase lifesaving treatment for 8 young children suffering from malaria.
• $20: Can purchase supplies to build emergency shelters for five families uprooted during a crisis.
• $25: Can purchase a month of lifesaving therapeutic food to treat a severely malnourished child.
• $36: Can purchase 26 obstetrical stethoscopes for monitoring fetal heartbeats.
• $48: Can purchase supplies to make 8 emergency burn dressings in a conflict or disaster.

_Focus on the Family (TB22 – 9418)_
• $1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year) Will help a family in crisis with resources and counseling sessions with a Focus on the Family licensed Christian counselor.
• $3 per pay ($78 a year) Will impact children and families in foster care.
• $3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year) Will help save or strengthen 5 marriages.
• $5 per pay ($120 a year) Will equip 30 students to let their faith shine and influence their communities for Christ.
• $5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year) Will help save the lives of 4 pre born babies.
• $10 per week/$20 per pay ($520) Will help save the lives of 8 pre born babies.
• $20 per week ($960) Will help save the lives of 16 pre born babies.

_Food for The Hungry, Inc. (TB22 – 9419)_
• $2.50 per pay period can provide hygiene products so that a girl in Ethiopia or Kenya can stay in school all year.
• $3 per pay period can provide medical care for 12 vulnerable children who are experiencing sickness or chronic illnesses.
• $10 per pay period provides vocational training so that four women gain skills like sewing, which they can use to support their families.
• $14 per pay period can provide clean water for eight families.
• $25 per pay period provides 10 sheep to vulnerable families in need of livestock for nutrition and income-generating opportunities.

_Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation (TB22 – 9442)_
• $1 pay paycheck invested in treating addiction saves $4 in other healthcare costs and $7 in criminal justice costs.
- $5 pay paycheck covers the cost of one day in our virtual family program, which is offered free of charge and provides resources and support for family members impacted by addiction
- $12 pay paycheck covers the cost of one child’s session, which ensures we deliver on our promise that no child will ever be turned away due to inability to pay
- $50 pay paycheck, the average award of Patient Financial Aid, ensures individuals can stay in treatment, even if their insurance runs out or their financial situation changes

Home School Legal Defense Association (TB22 – 9421)
- $10 per paycheck will provide curriculum for one subject for a student
- $25 per paycheck will provide a complete high school-level course for a student
- $50 per paycheck will provide educational therapy for a child with special needs
- $100 per paycheck will provide entire curriculum for a year for a family of four

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (TB22 – 2313)
- $10 per pay period helps fund general lab supplies for one week, allowing researchers funded by The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society to conduct critical blood cancer research.
- $40 per pay period helps fund one day of nurses providing patients and caregivers with clinical trial search navigation and support through The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society’s Clinical Trial Support Center.

Leukemia Research Foundation (TB22 – 9423)
- $5 per pay period will ensure coverage for 5 doctor co-pays, allowing those suffering access to medical attention.
- $10 per pay period will provide 3 months of parking expense at a hospital.
- $25 per pay period will provide coverage for one bone marrow biopsy co-pay.

Lupus Foundation of America (TB22 – 2330)
- Your gift of $25 will provide thirty minutes of comforting care to someone contacting our nurse health educators.
- Your gift of $100 will provide 100 expert reviewed information packets to people wanting to learn more about lupus.

National Foundation for Cancer Research (TB22 – 2390)
- $5 per pay period performs one biopsy to get tumor tissues from a patient for a variety of pathological tests and biological analyses
- $10 per pay period buys one case of petri dishes for growing cancer cells – an essential first step to identify tumor markers or test treatment effectiveness of new drugs
- $25 per pay period buys one antibody test to determine whether tumor cells have a specific marker for drug resistance
- $40 per pay period carries out a comprehensive genome-wide analysis on all genes in one tumor sample, for developing targeted and personalized cancer therapies

National Hemophilia Foundation (TB22 – 2369)
- $10 per pay period will provide access for men and women who have symptoms of a bleeding disorder but have not been diagnosed through Betteryouknow.org. Better You
Know provides risk assessment, tools and resources to learn whether you are at risk for a bleeding disorder and the next steps you take to see care.

National Multiple Sclerosis Society (TB22 – 2333)

National Multiple Sclerosis Society, Michigan Chapter (TB22 – 9429)

- $1 per paycheck will provide tickets for public transportation to receive treatment
- $5 per paycheck will provide self-help groups to support people affected by MS
- $10 per paycheck will provide a basic access ramp for a home
- $25 per paycheck will provide a walker with a seat
- $50 per paycheck will provide a scooter
- $100 per paycheck will provide a complex ramp access system for a home

National Psoriasis Foundation (TB22 – 2354)

- $10 per pay period (x 26 paychecks = $260) provides 12 people with free and personalized support to help them better understand their disease, find a specialist, appeal insurance denials, get financial assistance and more.
- $25 per pay period (x 26 paychecks = $650) provides 130 people with better health care access due to our advocacy efforts.
- $50 per pay period (x 26 paychecks = $1,300) provides 6 health care providers with education to increase knowledge and improve competence and performance to treat patients with psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis.
- A one-time gift of $1,000 provides payment for two psoriatic disease experts to be guests on NPF’s Psound Bytes podcast. Each episode takes a deep dive with experts in the field, addressing the questions patients want answered and sharing tips to help them thrive. We talk about overcoming daily challenges, the latest treatment information, issues that impact patient health and more.
- A one-time gift of $5,000 helps fund a researcher searching for a cure and better treatments for psoriatic disease.

Nazarene Compassionate Ministries, Inc. (TB22 – 9430)

Empowering Women with Dignity Project

- $20.00 – Cover the cost of one month of a catering or tailoring classes for one woman
- $60.00 – Enable one woman to finish a full soap-making course (full cost of course)
- $360.00 – Enable one woman to finish a full catering course

Pancreatic Cancer Action Network (TB22 – 2337)

- For $5 per pay period, support PanCAN’s programs and services that can improve the 10% survival rate for pancreatic cancer.
- For $14 per pay period, put a free educational packet in the hands of a newly diagnosed pancreatic cancer patient.
- For $32 per pay period, give comprehensive, one-on-one support to two pancreatic cancer patients or caregivers.

Pet Partners (TB22 – 2378)
• A $6.50 donation per pay period will support one therapy animal team’s registration, education, and placement in facilities like hospitals, schools, and nursing homes.

Rescue Mission International, Inc. (TB22 – 9446)
• $1 per paycheck will provide:
  o 2 meals lunch to one child at school (Posho and beans) or
  o Buy half dozen of small 96 pages books used in primary schools or
  o Buy a bar of soap for a child to wash uniform
• $5 per paycheck will provide:
  o Some school requirements like a dozen toilet papers $2.77 and a hand broom $2.22
  or
  o Pay remedial classes for a term in some primary schools
• $10 per paycheck will provide:
  o Pay fees for a term in local nursery and primary one & two or
  o Buy uniform for a young child in primary school especially lower classes or
  o Some personal requirements to child going to a boarding school like 4 packets of Sanitary pads ($3.33), 4 bars of soap ($4.44), and 8 rolls of toilet papers.
• $25 per paycheck will provide:
  o Pay lunch for one child in a full term and a ream of papers or
  o Pay fees for a child in primary the whole term.
• $50 per paycheck will provide:
  o Can pay fees for a child in Day secondary school for a term
• $100 per paycheck will provide:
  o Half of the fees to a child in boarding school

Samaritan’s Purse (TB22 – 9432)
• $1 per paycheck will share the cost of clean water projects in communities stricken by drought, disaster, and poverty.
• $5 per paycheck will share the cost of shelter tarp material to cover a storm-damaged roof.
• $10 per paycheck will share the cost to build a home for a family.
• $25 per paycheck will share the cost to drill a village well.
• $50 per paycheck will share the cost to bless the marriage of a military family.
• $100 per paycheck will provide a household water filter for a family.

St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital (serving Michigan & Western Pennsylvania) (TB22 – 2301)
• $3 helps provide pediatric isolation masks to help protect patients with compromised immune systems.
• $10 helps provide a new toy for hospital play areas or recreational areas at St. Jude housing facilities.
• $36 helps provide a St. Jude family with meals for one day in the Kay Kafe, the St. Jude cafeteria.
• $64 helps cover the cost of four platelet count tests.
• $108 helps cover about two-thirds of the cost of one hour of physical therapy.
• $250 helps provide a meal card for a St. Jude family for one week: St. Jude provides patients and their families with meal cards for breakfast, lunch and dinner in Kay Kafe, the hospital’s cafeteria.

• $465 helps provide a spinal tap for a St. Jude patient.

• $768 helps cover the cost of four days of oxygen for a St. Jude patient. During treatment, St. Jude patients may need oxygen to help their bodies function properly and aid in healing.

• $1,000 helps cover about two-thirds of the cost of one day of chemotherapy: Treatments invented at St. Jude have helped push the overall survival rate for childhood cancers from 20% when the hospital opened in 1962 to more than 80% today.

Susan G. Komen (TB22 – 2386)

Susan G. Komen Greater Detroit (TB22 – 9447)
• $20 per pay period:
  o Supports an early career scientist for a day as they develop breakthroughs for the most aggressive and deadly breast cancers.
  o Provide a treatment assistance grant to a metastatic breast cancer patient in need to help with medications, transportation, housing, etc.

• $60 per pay period:
  o Provides childcare for a parent to go to breast cancer treatment.

• $100 per pay period:
  o Helps a person in need receive psychosocial support services, information and resources about breast cancer or clinical trials.
  o Buys research supplies so scientists can work toward finding new ways to prevent, detect and/or treat breast cancer.

• $200 per pay period:
  o Provide a week’s worth of groceries for a breast cancer patient.
  o Provide two breast cancer patients with free navigation services to access information, resources and clinical trials.

The Society of Saint Andrew, Inc. (TB22 – 9434)
• $6 per pay period (x 26 paychecks = $156) shares 4,800 servings of healthy food, touching the lives of 680 hungry children, women, and men.

• $17 per pay period (x 26 paychecks = $442) delivers 4,800 pounds of fresh veggies to a food pantry.

Voice of the Martyrs, Inc. (TB22 – 9436)
• $6 will provide a Bible for a Christian living in a hostile area or restricted nation.
• $30 will provide an Action Pack, including daily essentials and a Bible or gospel story book, to a believer in a country such as Pakistan, Iraq, Sudan, Jordan or Lebanon.
• $35 will sponsor a Family Med Pack for a Christian family living in an Islamic hot spot like Iraq, Sudan, Nigeria or a Syrian refugee camp.

Water Mission (TB22 – 9437)
• The average cost of a comprehensive safe water solution provided by Water Mission is $45 per person. Water Mission provides a holistic approach to providing safe water, which includes storage, treatment, distribution, maintenance, and community development. Because every place that Water Mission works is unique, each community is provided a safe water solution tailored to its unique circumstances. These customized solutions provided by Water Mission vary in cost from $25 to $75 per person. Fluctuations in cost are due to factors such as the location of the community and the availability of a water source, as well as the number of people in that community and the need for distribution or access points.

ZERO - The End of Prostate Cancer (TB22 – 2397)
• A gift of $35 provides a comprehensive suite of educational resources for patients and caregivers to support every stage of their prostate cancer journey, including ZERO’s Newly Diagnosed Guide.
• A gift of $65 builds the prostate cancer cause movement by bringing men and their families together as advocates with a unified voice to further research and find a cure.
• A gift of $100 raises awareness and educates men on the importance of early detection, prevention, and free testing.
• A gift of $250 provides support for prostate cancer patients with professional one-to-one help through our ZERO360 program.
• A gift of $500 provides support to patients with critical financial aid for lifesaving treatments they otherwise can’t afford.

DELTA COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TH22)
Alzheimer’s Association (TH22 – 2922)
• $1 per pay period ($26/year) provides 650 educational brochures for families
• $2 per pay period ($52/year) provides an hour-long professional development training to social workers serving individuals with Alzheimer's dementia
• $5 per pay period ($130/year) provides a family affected by Alzheimer's dementia with two hours of counseling support
• $10 per pay period ($260/year) provides two two-hour Alzheimer's dementia community education programs
• $20 per pay period ($520/year) provides one family with a respite care scholarship

Bay Cliff Health Camp (TH22 – 2903)
• $20 per week ($1,040/year) provides a full week of therapy camp for a child with a disability

Catholic Social Services (TH22 – 2911)
• $6 per pay period ($156/year) pays for 6 group counseling sessions for an uninsured/underinsured client

Community Action Agency – Retired & Senior Volunteer Program (TH22 – 2905)
$10 per pay period ($260/year) helps purchase holiday books for Reading Buddy volunteers to give to their first and second-grade Reading Buddies (the volunteer writes a personal inscription to the child to make it extra special).

Welcome Newborns (TH22 – 2914)
$6 per pay period ($156/year) pays for Halo Sleep Sacks for 20 families. These are provided to parents along with Safe Sleep education to help prevent SIDS (Sudden Infant Death Syndrome).

DICKINSON COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TJ22)
$1.00 per week provides a girl our community the ability to participate in Girl Scouts.
$1.00 per pay period buys a year of books for a child through Imagination Library.

EARTHSHARE (TT22)

Earth Share Member Charity: African Wildlife Foundation (TT22 – 4001)
$2 per pay period can provide a wildlife ranger with a pair of patrol boots.
$6 per pay period can provide a wildlife ranger with a tent for overnight patrols.
$10 per pay period can provide a camera trap for rangers to remotely survey wildlife populations and ensure landscape health.

Earth Share Member Charity: Alliance for the Great Lakes (TT22 – 4064)
$1 per pay period covers the cost of an Adopt-a-Beach kit to help keep beaches and shorelines clean and safe.
$4 per pay period provides supplies and training for an Alliance Ambassador to educate and engage new people and communities in Great Lakes water issues, and represent the Alliance at community events around the region.

Earth Share Member Charity: American Farmland Trust (TT22 – 4002)
$1 per pay period for one year will extend networks and support to women farmland owners across the country.
$2 per pay period for one year will enable AFT to help farmers implement practices that fight climate change.
$5 per pay period for one year will support young and beginning farmers with training and resources.
$20 per pay period for one year will provide resources for AFT's "Farms Under Threat" program, a multi-year assessment of US land that identifies farm and ranchland loss to date, while examining different scenarios for the future.

Earth Share Member Charity: Bat Conservation International (TT22 – 4070)
$1 per pay period grows and plants 2 agaves in the southwestern US or Mexico as part of our efforts to restore the foraging habitats surrounding the roosts of the endangered Mexican long-nosed bat and the Lesser long-nosed bat.
• $6 per pay period protects an acre at Bracken Cave Preserve for a year. Bracken Cave Preserve is the summer home to about 20 million Mexican free-tailed bats - the largest known colony of bats on the planet.

• $10 per pay period trains and outfits a bat walk ambassador with an acoustic bat detector and other supplies to conduct educational programming in their communities.

**Earth Share Member Charity: Born Free USA (TT22 – 4086)**
• $1 per pay period can buy nutrition bars for our diabetic monkeys.
• $10 per pay period can buy a new heater for one of our enclosures.

**Earth Share Member Charity: Michigan United Conservation Clubs (TT22 – 4030)**
• $4 per pay period could purchase 100 tree saplings to help our volunteer teams reforest barren areas of public land with quality mast-producing trees to improve food sources and habitat for wildlife.
• $17.30 per pay period is enough to sponsor a child to spend a week learning about conservation at the Michigan Out-of-Doors Youth Camp.

**Earth Share Member Charity: National Wildlife Federation (TT22 – 4033)**
• $1 per pay period funds the planting of a tree by local community groups through the Trees for Wildlife Program.
• $1 per pay period brings hands-on activities and enhanced learning around important sustainability and nutrition concepts to one kid at an NWF Eco School for one academic year.
• $4 per pay period buys enough materials to tag a mile of barbed wire fence line and protect endangered Sage Grouse from fatal collisions.

**Earth Share Member Charity: Peregrine Fund, The (TT22 – 4038)**
• $2 per pay period provides a nest box for a pair of American Kestrels.
• $4 per pay period feeds three birds of prey in the education program for a month.
• $10 per pay period provides bus transportation for schoolchildren to tour the interpretive center.

**Earth Share Member Charity: Surfrider Foundation (TT22 – 4048)**
• $1 per pay period will purchase four water testing kits – enough to test the water quality at the beach once a week for a month.
• $5 per pay period will buy 130 reusable bags for members and chapters to distribute to the public to cut down on the use of single-use plastic bags.
• $10 per pay period will sponsor a cleanup of a local beach to remove marine debris, cigarette butts and other trash.

**Earth Share Member Charity: World Wildlife Fund (TT22 – 4056)**
• $2 per pay period can restore an acre of prime tiger habitat in Nepal.
• $10 per pay period can purchase 5 field kits for monitoring marine turtle nests.
- $20 per pay period could help purchase a satellite tag for two marine turtles.
- $40 per pay period can purchase three camera traps to monitor giant pandas in the wild.

**EASTERN UPPER PENINSULA, UNITED WAY OF (TG22)**
- $1 a week provides a hot meal for 26 people
- $5 a week provides a family with social service counseling for a year
- $10 a week provides tutoring and mentoring help for 50 local youth
- $30 one time gift provides a shelter for a homeless family for one night

**GENESEE COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TL22)**
- $1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year) provides 15 new mothers with literacy packets
- $3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year) provides 14 hours of In-Home Elder
- $5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year) provides a child one month of food and shelter
- $7 per week/$14 per pay ($364 a year) provides 1 year of Boys and Girls Club
- $10 per week/$20 per pay ($520) provides immediate disaster relief for one family
- $15 per week/$30 per pay ($780) provides a wheelchair ramp to someone in need
- $23 per week/$46 per pay ($1196) provides a match for a child with a big “brother or sister”
- $40 per week/$80 per pay ($2080) provides for one family through SKIP

**GLOBAL IMPACT (TD22)**
- $1 per pay ($26 a year) sends lifesaving antibiotics to those facing infection in low-income countries. (Americares, 2507)
- $2 per pay ($52 a year) provides 1 emergency kit in a disaster, which includes medical care, safe water and hygiene, and survival supplies for a family in need. (World Vision, 2534)
- $3 per pay ($78 a year) gifts 1 person with water for 1 year, a step closer to clean water for everyone. (Water For People, 2559)
- $5 per pay ($130 a year) builds temporary shelter for 10 refugee families. (International Rescue Committee, 2520)
- $10 per pay ($260 a year) repairs a child’s cleft lip, saving them from a lifetime of pain and isolation. (Operation Smile, 2565)
- $15 per pay ($390 a year) feeds an entire family for 1 year. (Feed My Starving Children, 2577)
- $20 per pay ($520 a year) sends a girl to school to educate her and help break the cycle of poverty. (Heifer International, 2535)
- $25 per pay ($650 a year) saves two children suffering from severe acute malnutrition with full courses of lifesaving treatment. (Helen Keller International, 2517)

**GRATIOT-ISABELLA COUNTIES, UNITED WAY OF (TQ22)**
$2/per pay period or $52 a year
- Will provide one book per month to two children for an entire year.

$5/per pay period or $130 a year
- Will provide over one thousand pounds of nutritious food to families in need.
- Will provide warm meals for an individual who has trouble finding them elsewhere.
- Will help an individual with transportation needs.
- Will help buy diapers and wipes for a new family.

$10/per pay period or $260 a year
- Will give an individual a safe place to lay their head at night.
- Assists families with financial hardships who are facing cancer treatments.
- Supplies funds to help disabled individuals in their homes.
- Provides a safe environment for at risk children to go in the summer.

$20/per pay period or $520 a year
- Supports a family with a rent payment or a utility bill when they are struggling to make ends meet.
- Provides a safe mentoring environment for two children for an entire year.

**JACKSON COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TR22)**

$1 a day for a year:
- Serves 2,000 meals
- Provides access to health care for three uninsured patients
- Helps up to four dozen households avoid eviction or foreclosure
- Supports 40 callers seeking urgent services through Central Michigan 2-1-1

**LAKESHORE, UNITED WAY OF THE (TZ22)**

- $3 per pay ($84 a year) provides legal assistance to an ALICE family.
- $5 per pay ($130 a year) provides 49 hours of literacy assistance between children who need literacy help and low-income seniors in Muskegon County.
- $5 per pay ($130 a year) sends an age appropriate book per month to a child (newborn to age five) proven to increase the child and the parent’s reading proficiency by third grade.
- $6 per pay ($156 a year) allows 39 children in Muskegon County to learn how to prevent and report child sexual abuse through education presentations.
- $10 per pay ($260 a year) gives 98 hours of help for frail elderly people needing help with independent living in West Michigan.
- For $20 per pay ($520 a year), you can support a school-based match between a child and a caring adult mentor.
- $24 per pay ($625 per year) pays for one student to have an enriched after-school program to promote STEM activities and reading proficiency.
- An “Everyday Hero” gives $1 per day ($365 per year) which lets one girl have experiences in girl scouts for one year to work on projects that increase the girl’s confidence; help her
to develop healthy relationship skills; and learn the value of community service through participation.

**LIVINGSTON COUNTY UNITED WAY (U822)**
- $1 per week provides Holiday Meals for 3 families ($44.13 a year)
- $5 per week saves one family from eviction ($260 a year)
- $10 per week supports 14 homeless students to remain in school and on track ($520 a year)
- $20 per week supports 104 hours of mental health counseling ($1,040 a year)

**MANISTEE COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (T022)**
$1.00 per week ($52/yr) can provide
- Allows for the purchase of a child safety seat
- Enhances programming for local Boy Scout/Girl Scout troops

$5.00 per week ($260/yr) can provide
- Smoke Detectors for 45 homes
- Personal hygiene products for school age girls who cannot purchase them with a bridge card
- Carbon Monoxide detectors for 15 homes
- Life skills training for a runaway/out of home youth
- Adult literacy tutoring for a resident of Manistee County

$10.00 per week ($520/yr) provides
- Personal hygiene products for women who cannot purchase them with a bridge card
- Summer enrichment programming for at-risk third graders
- A host home and mentoring for an out of home/runaway youth
- Fees and costs to ensure a vulnerable senior has a court appointed guardian/payee.

$15.00 per week ($780/yr) provides
- Summer programming for individuals with The Association for Retarded Citizens
- Respite programming for families of individuals with disabilities
- Thanksgiving dinner to 300 low-income/homebound residents
- Provides 1 month of 24/7 coverage at the 2-1-1 call center for residents needing help with housing, food, utilities, prescriptions, senior programs, mental health, volunteer positions, and other vital human services.

$20.00 per week ($1040/yr) provides
- Scholarships for Early Childhood Education/daycare for a child in a low-income home
- Rental assistance for our homeless population in Manistee County
- Supports the Volunteer Database connecting citizens to opportunities within the community
- A Human Trafficking training mannequin for use throughout the county.
MARQUETTE COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TU22)

- $10 a month provides a caregiver of a person with Alzheimer's disease or dementia access to education programming and monthly caregiver support groups.
- $10 per month will pay for one day at an intense therapy camp for a child with severe disabilities. (Bay Cliff Health Camp)
- $21 a week will provide a child with a nurturing mentor for one full year. (Big Brothers Big Sisters)
- $16 will provide a week of delivered meals and home visits to a homebound senior. (Community Action Alger Marquette)
- $20 per week provides a cancer patient with medications or provides assistance with gas to travel to out of town treatments. (Cancer Care)
- $7.32 per week will provide six weeks of counseling for a low income person. (Catholic Social Services)
- $1.06 per week will provide a girl a year membership and uniform to be a Girl Scout. $250 provides one girl a whole week of Girl Scout resident camp. (Girl Scouts)
- $3.85 a week will provide a homeless person with a month's rent in their low-income housing. (Janzen House)
- $40 will provide a low-income child with a week of after school care, homework help and healthy snacks. (Lake Superior Village Youth & Family Center)
- $1 a week will provide a day of transportation to homeless people to and from the emergency shelters. (Room at the Inn)
- $3 will provide one person a night of safety in the Harbor House with 24/7 shift coverage and security system monitoring. (Women's Center)
- $200 will provide a month of day camp for a low-income child while his or her parents are at work. (YMCA)

MIDLAND COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (TX22)

$1 a week ($52 annually) can provide:
- Five rides for local seniors with no other means of transportation
- Over 200 pounds of nutritious food for a struggling family
- A week of preschool for a 3 year old
- An adult with developmental disabilities learn skills to develop safe relationships

$5 a week ($260 annually) can provide:
- Emergency rent assistance for an under-employed mom
- A child with developmental disabilities to attend bike camp
- Before - and after school care for a child
- A family in need fill their propane tank

$10 a week ($520 annually) can provide:
- Swim lessons for ten children to learn water safety
- A safe place to stay for a week for a family who survived a house fire

$20 a week ($1,040 annually) can provide:
- A match between a child and a caring mentor for a year, changing both lives forever
- A year of high quality pre-school for a child eager to learn
- Over 10 at risk teen drivers training so they can get a job

$30 a week (1,560 annually) can provide:
- The support to keep five at-risk families in safe, affordable housing
- Pre-employment skills development for a person with disabilities
- Five weeks of day care and stimulating activities for a person struggling with Alzheimer’s

$50 a week ($2,600 annually) can provide:
- The opportunity to get fit and a safe place to go after school for 52 teens
- Four months of loving childcare for a toddler, allowing mom to work
- Trained crisis line coverage at a domestic violence shelter

MONROE/LENAWEE COUNTIES, UNITED WAY OF (TY22)
Arthur Lesow Community Center - Youth Development (TY22 – 4704)
- $156 dollars will provide 3 high school students the opportunity for them to participate in sports at Monroe High.
- $260 will provide 3 children with $86 worth of school clothing and supplies.
- $312 will provide Holiday Meal for families and the community at ALCC
- $520 will buy 26 coats for the children this winter.

Family Counseling and Shelter Services (TY22 – 4713)
- A contribution of $156.00 will provide a child with 7 group Art Therapy sessions.
- A contribution of $260.00 would provide 5 counseling sessions for a child survivor of sexual assault.

Gabbys Ladder - Grief Support and Education (TY22 – 4729)
- $156 will provide: A professional counselor to prepare and present a suicide/depression prevention program/power point discussion to a high school and share materials.
- $260 will provide: Grief activity supplies journals, workbooks, arts/crafts, snacks) for 10 children in our Children’s Grief Recovery Workshop for 8 weeks.
- $312 will provide: To offer the availability of a professional counselor for support and guidance for a full day after an unexpected tragedy experienced by a school. This would also include follow up visits and a follow up meeting with the school counselor.
- $520 will provide: Grief supportive one-on-one counseling for 4 families for 5 visits after experiencing the loss of a loved one. This would be at no cost to the families, as are all of our services.

Habitat for Humanity
- $156 will provide: Two students will learn how to hang siding.
- $260 will provide: Three students will learn how to install windows.
• $312 will provide: Ten students will learn how to install energy efficient heating and cooling in a home.
• $520 will provide: Fifteen students will learn how to sheath and shingle a home.
• Legal Services of SC Michigan (TY22 – 4718)
  • $156 will provide a family facing eviction an attorney to help negotiate an enforceable and reasonable payment plan so that they can keep their housing.
  • $260 will provide four families with legal advice about their rights.
  • $312 will provide a family facing a contested eviction an attorney so they can maintain safe and affordable housing.
  • $520 will provide a domestic violence survivor an attorney to represent them in a contested hearing to maintain a Personal Protection Order to prevent abuse.

The Mon-Arc of Monroe (TY22 – 4703)
• $156 will provide: $156 hours of The Mon-Arc of Monroe's Inc. service hours in advocacy, representation and community hours.
• $260 will provide 16 hours of The Mon-Arc of Monroe's Inc. service hours in advocacy, representation and community hours.
• $312 will provide 16 hours of The Mon-Arc of Monroe's Inc. service hours in advocacy, representation and community hours.
• $520 hours of The Mon-Arc of Monroe's Inc. service hours in advocacy, representation and community hours.

Monroe County Opportunity Program (TY22 – 4721)
• $156 will provide: Ten gas cards in order for the client or the client's guardian to get them to and from school each day. If the client has employment, the gas card also helps with getting to their place of employment and sustaining income.
• $260 will provide: Partial stipend for a mentor family or partial rental assistance for a client.
• $312 will provide: A monthly stipend for a mentor family housing a homeless youth.
• $520 will provide: One month's rental assistance for one client.

MONTCALM-IONIA COUNTIES, UNITED WAY (UY22)
$1.00 per week/$2.00 per pay ($52 a year) Provides:
• 20 hygiene kits for those affected by disaster
• 2 days of emergency food for 3 families (4 people/family)
• 2 nights emergency shelter for 2 people
• Tutoring materials for 1 student struggling to read
• Support and supplies for youth events at Cherry Health

$2.50 per week/$5.00 per pay ($130.00) Provides:
• Rehabilitation sessions for the blind or visually impaired

$5.00 per week/$10.00 per pay ($260.00) Provides:
• 260 blankets for those affected by disaster
• 26 hours of volunteer recruitment
• Scouting experience for 1 youth for 1 year
• Classroom supplies and educational activities for 13 small groups at Cherry Health
• 1 nutritious breakfast for a mom and 3 kids at RAVE
• 13 children with lice treatment for 3-4 weeks
• Milk and toilet paper at the women’s shelter for 26 weeks
• 2 Eight hour days of training for 2 Court Appointed Special Advocate volunteers at the Michigan CASA conference.
• 1 Senior a 1 year membership at the YMCA

$10.00 per week/$20.00 per pay ($520.00) Provides:
• Enrollment assistance for creating 10 relationships through Big Brothers Big Sisters
• 30 hours of comprehensive training for 3 Court Appointed Special Advocate volunteers (CASA)
• 1 Family a 1 year membership at the YMCA
• 1 year youth membership to YMCA
• 21 Days of water aerobics at the YMCA

$25.00 per week ($1300.00) Provides:
• Orientation and mobility training to someone who is blind or visually impaired, so they can learn to navigate safely in their own home
• 650 kids with access to flotation safety belts during 3rd grade water safety class at the YMCA

$40.00 per week ($2080.00) Provides:
• 1800 Elementary School children with protect yourself materials and a class from We Care For Kids

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN, UNITED WAY OF (UG22)
• $1 per pay ($26 a year) would buy toys or games for our family visitation and play therapy rooms
• $1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year) supports a month's worth of recreational/therapeutic activities for sexually abused children
• $3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year) provides roughly three hours of 24/7 crisis telephone services
• $5 per pay ($130 a year) provides a night's stay at Pete's Place for a homeless youth
• $5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year) provides a month of quality services for a child in foster care
• $10 per week/$20 per pay ($520) provides a month's worth of independent living skills building for teens
• $20 per week ($1040) provides 11 hours of compassionate, professional counseling to an individual or family that is uninsured

OTTAWA COUNTY UNITED WAY, GREATER (UB88) – serving Allegan and Ottawa Counties
• $1 per week provides 208 meals for families in need
• $2 per week provides 160 hours of tutoring for at-risk youth
• $3 per week provides nearly $5K worth of prescription assistance
• $5 per week provides 2 patients with diabetic supplies for a year
• $10 per week provides a full year of counseling for 1 student at their school

**PLYMOUTH COMMUNITY UNITED WAY (UQ22)**

$ 2 per week /$4 per pay ($104 a year)
- Can provide social events and services for 6 resident 60 years of age and older through the Plymouth Council on Aging.

$20 per week / $40 per pay ($2,080 a year)
- Provides 14 children an opportunity to attend summer camp for a week through the Salvation Army Plymouth Corps.
- Can provide after-care for one child after camp hours

$ 50 per week /$100 per pay ($2,600 a year)
- Provides 30 nights of safe shelter to two adults and children who are trying to get away from domestic violence.
- Would provide 17 hours of counselling to victims of domestic violence

**SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN, UNITED WAY FOR (UX22)**

- $1 A WEEK FOR A YEAR (A GIFT OF $50) Can provide installation of one copy of Taxwise, the software used by our Regional Asset Building Coalition volunteers to provide free tax preparation for thousands of clients annually.
- $2 A WEEK FOR A YEAR (A GIFT OF $100) Can connect 1,000 children and their families with Meet Up and Eat Up, United Way’s free summer food program – ensuring that children have the nutrition they need to survive and thrive, even when school is out.
- $5 A WEEK FOR A YEAR (A GIFT OF $300) Can enable a Center for Working Families budget coach to run credit reports for nearly 25 clients each year.
- $10 A WEEK FOR A YEAR (A GIFT OF $500) Can provide healthy groceries to 50 families of four through Cooking Matters at the store, ensuring that children have proper nutrition which correlates to both higher test scores in school and a healthier Greater Detroit.
- $20 A WEEK FOR A YEAR (A GIFT OF $1,000) Can provide 10 new families with one book a month from birth through age 5 for each of their children.

**ST. CLAIR COUNTY, UNITED WAY OF (U588)**

- $1 per pay ($26 a year): Provides 2 youth, age 0-5, with an age appropriate book monthly to better prepare them for school.
- $1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year) Ensure an individual's safety of more than 175 shelter residents throughout the year.
- $3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year) Allows 3 youth to participate with boy/girl scout activities annually.
• $5 per pay ($130 a year) Improve senior's health and quality of life through practical programming.
• $5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year) Gives 5 teens an opportunity to gain financial literacy skills in order to prepare themselves for adulthood.
• $10 per week/$20 per pay ($520) Provides an adult an opportunity to gain the education and skills to aid in overcoming poverty.

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND (TC22)
• $1 per pay ($26 a year) can help a student pay for minor supplies, notebooks, paper, pens, pencils, etc.
• $1 per week/$2 per pay ($52 a year) can help a student pay for minor supplies, notebooks, paper, pens, pencils, etc.
• $3 per week/$6 per pay ($156 a year) can help a student pay for one or two books
• $5 per pay ($130 a year) can help a student pay for one or two books
• $5 per week/$10 per pay ($260 a year) can help a student pay for a lab fee
• $10 per week/$20 per pay ($520) can help a student pay for 2 lab fees, 3 books, or meal plan for ½ semester
• $20 per week ($1040) can help a student pay for a laptop, food plan for one semester
• $100 can help a student pay fees
• $1,087 can help a student purchase books for one year
• $2,274 can help a student pay for room and board for one semester
• $4,500 can help a student pay full tuition for one semester

WEXFORD AND MISSAUKEE COUNTIES, UNITED WAY OF (UW22)
$1.00 per a week:
• 270 lbs of food for a Food Pantry.
• 25 children attend after-school childcare so their parents can work.
• 20 weeks of foster grand-parenting for a child at-risk.
• 18 full course warm meals.
• 17 people receive life changing substance abuse counseling.
• 16 calls to 2-1-1 providing comprehensive awareness of critical human services.
• 13 warm meals and companionship to shut-ins.
• 9 people receive life-saving prescription medication.
• 5 students receive materials for Job Readiness courses.
• 5 weeks of companionship for home-bound seniors.
• 5 young mothers learn coping skills, breaking the cycle of violence.
• 4 days of food, shelter and counseling for a run-away teen.
• 3 people receive adult day care services.
• 2 counseling sessions for a young child and their parents.
• 1 infant car seat.
• 1 family is helped following a house fire.
• 1 family receives emergency aid preventing electricity shut off.
• 1 night's shelter for a victim of domestic violence.